Sure (Guernsey) Limited
Three Months’ Pay Monthly Unlimited Data Promotion Terms and Conditions

The Sure (Guernsey) Limited (“Sure”) Three Months’ Pay Monthly Unlimited Data Promotion (“Promotion”) Terms and Conditions should be read in conjunction with the:

- General Terms and Conditions;
- Pay Monthly Mobile Terms and Conditions,

all of which apply.

Where there is a conflict, these Promotion Terms and Conditions will take precedence. Sure’s Terms and Conditions are available to view online at https://web.sure.com/guernsey/terms-and-conditions.

Promotion Terms

1. The Promotion offers new and re-signing customers unlimited mobile data for an initial period of 92 consecutive days (three months) when You sign up to an eligible 24 month Pay Monthly mobile contract between 16th November 2017 and 27th December 2017.

2. The Promotion is available on Sure’s 10GB or higher Smart Pay Monthly mobile plans.

3. We will provide unlimited data (subject to Sure’s Acceptable Use Policy) on Your Smart Pay Monthly mobile plan for a period of three months. Your monthly data allowance will then revert to the standard data allocation provided as part of Your eligible mobile plan.

4. You are free to upgrade or downgrade Your Smart Pay Monthly mobile plan to another mobile plan of Your choice at any time during the initial three months of Your contract.

5. You can only downgrade Your Smart Pay Monthly mobile plan within the first five months of Your contract. The end date of Your contract will remain unchanged.

6. Within the first three months, should You downgrade Your Smart Pay Monthly mobile plan to a plan not included within this Promotion, You will no longer receive unlimited data for the remainder of the Promotional period.

7. You can upgrade Your Smart Pay Monthly mobile plan at any time throughout the period of Your contract.

8. You will be able to view Your Smart Pay Monthly mobile data usage on Your monthly Sure bills. Sure will also text You at the end of the initial three months of Your Smart Pay Monthly mobile contract with Your mobile data usage.

9. This Promotion is non-transferable.

10. Sure reserves the right to vary or amend these Promotion Terms and Conditions or withdraw the Promotion at any time.